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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

The world of international oil deals is

not an easy one to enter with a cam-

era. And i knew no one in the oil busi-

ness—or in Africa—when i began this

film. i started with a pen, a notebook,

an idea and a plane ticket to Lagos,

nigeria. But i took the attitude that i

could get to anyone if i was careful

and patient enough. in the end, i spent

almost two years traveling back and

forth between West Africa and new

York, getting all the necessary permis-

sions to shoot before i ever picked up

a camera.

i wanted Big Men to take you into ex-

clusive and dangerous worlds, to put

you into the room right as events are

unfolding. The film does this in scene

after scene—introducing you to presi-

dents and gun-toting militants and let-

ting you eavesdrop on businessmen

making multibillion-dollar deals.

As i tried to figure out how to enter all

these worlds, i began with the prem-

ise that everybody was connected—

that it was only a matter of degrees of

separation. in nigeria this proved

shockingly true. ultimately, it was a

businessman who introduced me to

the wife of a major militant leader,

who gave me the number of a Delta

state government commissioner, who

introduced me to Tom Polo, the god-

father of the niger Delta militancy in

the West. (i needed permission from “the man at the top” in order to film with the militants; traditionally they don’t allow

women in their camps, and security for me and my cameraman was a serious concern.) Business was directly connected to

the rebels, who were intimately connected to the government. it was a very small world indeed.

Money motivated everything. And so many people had so little. so many people struggled to survive.

i remember one particular car ride in Lagos. it was raining by the bucketful and traffic had slowed to a crawl—what’s known

locally as a “go-slow.” The road was built for two lanes of cars, but three were jammed in, and in between the makeshift lanes

flowed a steady stream of people, hawking toilet seats and fashion magazines wrapped in plastic, T-shirts and rat poison. i

was on the phone with my husband describing the scene. in the middle of the traffic stood a young girl, 8 or 9 years old, wear-

ing a diaphanous pink nightgown, sopping wet and shivering. she was begging for change from passing cars. “How sad,” said

my husband. “Yes,” i said, “but she probably makes more money in the rain.”

Filmmaker Rachel Boynton.

Photo courtesy of Danielle Atkins
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That girl’s world was brutal. There was no safety net—no publicly funded shelter for runaways, no reliable public health care

system if she were to catch a chill in the rain and fall sick. A huge portion of public funds were siphoned off by officials try-

ing to make money on the side or were wasted by contracts awarded to people with great connections and no capacity to

actually accomplish the work. And most likely the people that girl relied on to keep her safe had sent her into the rain in her

nightclothes because they thought she’d come back with more coins in her pocket than she would have gotten if the sun were

shining. she was alone in a world where everyone was out for himself.

it was like a heightened version of a world i knew—an example of capitalism taken to an extreme, where rampant individu-

alism takes root and the larger connections between people fall apart.

Big Men is a movie about that world and about the system in which we all live. Personal profit is the great motivator. We all

want to become bigger than we are, to make more money and to achieve greater renown. And everyone is concerned with

looking after his own people—his own family, friends, tribe, company, shareholders. The major difference is in who each of

us considers “his own” to be.

For me, the safeguard against divisive self-interest lies not in denying that we’re all looking out for ourselves, but in recog-

nizing and valuing what connects us.

Big Men does this too. it’s a movie about shared human nature as much as it’s about oil. it doesn’t pass judgment on people;

it seeks connections between them and looks for what they have in common.

And it asks important questions about harsh realities. if you assume a nation’s resources should do the greatest good by ben-

efiting the greatest number of people, who in reality gets included in that number and why? What does this very basic mo-

tivation—the pursuit of profit—do to the way we all behave? And when maximum individual profit is the ultimate good, isn’t

it inevitable that a very few will have more while a great many will have infinitely and tragically less?

Rachel Boynton

Director/Producer/Writer, Big Men
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Big Men (90 min.) provides an unprecedented inside look at

the global deal making and dark underside of energy devel-

opment—a contest for money and power that is reshaping

the world. When oil is first discovered off Ghana’s coast, the

prospects of oil profits are predictably greeted with enthu-

siasm by the developing nation. But the government is also

wary of how such profits have fostered corruption and ex-

acerbated social tensions in other African nations. Just down

the coast in the niger Delta, for example, poor nigerians

have yet to prosper from their nation’s decades-old oil fields,

resulting in violent resistance.

in Ghana, Kosmos energy, a private, Dallas-based oil com-

pany, drills the first well in the country to yield commercial

quantities of oil. But the American company’s success is

quickly compromised by political intrigue, accusations of

corruption and democratic elections that result in a change

of administrations. 

Through interviews with all the stakeholders, Big Men re-

veals the inevitable tensions inherent in a process where

wealth meets poverty, leading viewers to consider impor-

tant questions about the relationship between private capi-

tal and public interests. What is a fair return for investors

who take huge financial risks to find oil and build the infra-

structure to drill and transport it? What percentage of the

profits do the citizens of the nation that owns the natural re-

source deserve? How can modern investment occur without

falling into colonial patterns that remove wealth from devel-

oping nations? And how can the discovery of oil benefit a

nation’s people instead of harming them?

INTRODUCTION
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Oil worker at a well test in Ghana, 

about 60 kilometers off shore.

Photo courtesy of Kyle Kibbe



Big Men is an excellent tool for outreach and will be of special

interest to people looking to explore the following topics:

• Africa

• Anadarko Petroleum

Corporation

• banking

• big oil

• Blackstone Capital

Partners

• business investment

models

• capitalism

• climate change

• colonialism

• corruption

• developing nations

• economic development

• economics

• energy

• Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act

• Ghana

• imperialism

• international investment

• Kosmos Energy

• Nigeria

• politics

• venture capital

• Warburg Pincus 

Big Men is well suited for use in a variety of set-

tings and is especially recommended for use

with:

• Your local PBS station 

• Groups that have discussed previous

PBS and POV films relating to Nigeria,

Ghana, oil or economic development in

Africa, including An African Election,

The Naked Option and Good Fortune. 

• Groups focused on any of the issues

listed in the Key Issues section

• High school students, youth groups and

clubs

• Faith-based organizations and

institutions

• Cultural, art and historical organizations,

institutions and museums

• Civic, fraternal and community groups

• Academic departments and student

groups at colleges, universities and high

schools

• Community organizations with a mission

to promote education and learning, such

as local libraries
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USING THIS GUIDE

This guide is an invitation to dialogue. it is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who

want to use Big Men to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. in contrast to initiatives that

 foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations

 undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing

viewpoints and listening actively.

The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues

in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And

be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and

optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.

For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage

POTENTIAL PARTNERS KEY ISSUES
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U.S. and Global Demand for Oil

There are two ways to benefit from the discovery of oil:

through use of the oil itself, and through profit from money

generated by its sale. crude oil is the most commonly traded

commodity in the world, and oil and its byproducts are used

for a range of services and products, from transportation, in-

dustry, heat and energy, to the production of plastics, chem-

icals and more. Though the united states is one of the

largest oil producers in the world, oil consumption in the

country is around 20 times that of the global average. There-

fore, the united states is also one of the world’s leading oil

importers. According to the u.s. energy information Ad-

ministration, the united states relies on foreign imports for

an estimated 33 percent of the petroleum products con-

sumed in the country. Worldwide, oil consumption is on the

rise: in 2010, as Big Men was being filmed, global consump-

tion of petroleum products and other liquid fuels was ap-

proximately 87 million barrels per day, and the energy

information Administration estimates that by 2040 that

number will increase by one-third, to approximately 115

million barrels per day.

The petroleum industry can be very lucrative (four of the

Fortune 500 top ten are international oil companies), but it’s

also a risky and capital-intensive business. exploration for oil

resources is both technically complicated and costly. Today,

discovery of new oil fields (through technologies that range

from seismic scans to the actual drilling of test wells) is rare,

and only the first step for countries hoping to benefit from

the resource. once a potential oil well is discovered, the re-

source must be extracted and the raw material (crude oil)

must be refined, then transported to markets and, finally, to

consumers. This process requires a broad range of employ-

ees, equipment, contracts and other supporting industries,

such as shipping, banking and insurance. nations need both

capital and technical expertise to explore, extract, develop

and sell their resource and often have to look to foreign ex-

perts and foreign investment. international oil companies put

up huge investments and take major risks, especially in de-

veloping oil fields. collectively, oil companies may spend bil-

The Oloibiri Well in Ghana.

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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lions of dollars exploring a promising oil field, only to find it

dry or a poor source of supply, or to discover that they’ve

run into non-geological issues (such as local conflicts) and

their investments are lost. 

Sources:

Fortune. “Global 500 2014.” 

http://fortune.com/global500/wal-mart-stores-1/

investorGuide. “What are the Most commonly Traded commodities?” 

http://www.investorguide.com/article/11836/what-are-the-most-

commonly-traded-commodities-igu/

Petrochase. “oil Drilling investments—An expensive and Risky

Venture.”

http://petrochase.com/blog/2012/04/oil-drilling-investments-an-

expensive-and-risky-venture/http://petrochase.com/blog/2012/04/

oil-drilling-investments-an-expensive-and-risky-venture/

Revenue Watch, open society institute. 

“covering oil: A Reporter’s Guide to energy and Development.” 

http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/

osicoveringoil_20050803.pdf

u.s. energy information Administration. 

“How Dependent is the united states on Foreign oil?” 

http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=32&t=6

u.s. energy information Administration. 

“international energy outlook 2013.” 

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/ieo/liquid_fuels.cfm

Window on state Government. “crude oil.” 

http://www.window.state.tx.us/specialrpt/energy/exec/crude.html

An oil rig in Texas.

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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Global Models of Oil Ownership

The U.S. Model: Privately Owned Oil

in the united states, oil is privatized, meaning that

individuals and companies can claim ownership of oil

found in the country. Although laws and regulations

surrounding oil and gas production differ state-to-

state, in general, landowners in the united states own

the minerals under their land and have the right to

extract the oil, lease or sell the rights and profit from

the sale or lease. The u.s. government also receives

direct oil revenue through millions of acres of

government-owned onshore and offshore oil reserves

(as the land-owner in these cases, the government

owns the rights to any oil found). Federal and state

governments also own all offshore oil reserves and

collect royalties from oil and natural gas production on

federal lands and offshore. The u.s. government is not,

however, the sole proprietor of the rights to the

nation’s oil, nor does it produce oil (production is left

to private companies). Therefore, individuals and

companies can also see major profits from oil

production. 

State-Run Model: Publicly Owned Oil

As seen in the film, throughout most of the rest of the

world, national governments own all the rights to the

mineral resources found within their borders and

offshore. if a property owner discovers oil under his or

her land, that oil belongs to the government, not to the

individual. The idea behind state-owned oil is that

revenues from oil—a national resource—will be

redistributed for the benefit of the economy and the

people as a whole. 

in the state-run model, revenue is usually funneled

through state-run oil companies, also called national oil

companies, which act like private companies but are

owned by the government. national oil companies own

most of the world’s known oil reserves (85 percent), as

well as the majority of global oil production (58

percent). Many national oil companies open up

opportunities for private international oil companies to

explore, develop and sell the oil they control, and

negotiate contracts to share the profits and

investments. 

The New York Stock Exchange on the day of 

Kosmos’ Initial Public Offering (IPO).

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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one of the potential challenges of a state-run model is

that the government has to act like a business,

meaning that it must focus on profits, regulate itself

and juggle complex negotiations with major oil

companies. Moreover, the proceeds from state-run oil

companies filter through the hands of many individuals

before being distributed back out to local

communities, and revenues may be mismanaged or

embezzled, or misdirected to support political

corruption or military activity. strict laws and

regulations are needed to keep corruption in check.

oil is a high-risk, high-profit industry, but the accounts and

funds of the major players can be difficult to track. Lack of

transparency about contracts signed, the amounts govern-

ments receive, the amount of the resource produced and

how funds are used provide many opportunities for corrup-

tion. A number of oil and gas companies do not disclose the

identities of their equity holders and subsidiaries, and many

refrain from publishing country-specific information, mean-

ing that the royalties, taxes and fees paid to foreign govern-

ments are not disclosed. Though there are international

agreements and legislation on corruption, national laws and

regluations vary. companies operating according to strict

regulations and reporting requirements may be in negotia-

tion or competition with others that are held to few or lax

standards. Transparency international, oxfam and the ex-

tractive industries Transparency initiative, among others,

have called on oil and gas companies to provide more de-

tailed financial reports so that both private companies and

national governments may be held accountable for taxes

and funds.

Sources:

Bureau of ocean energy Management. “outer continental shelf.”

http://www.boem.gov/oil-and-Gas-energy-Program/Leasing/

outer-continental-shelf/index.aspx

energyAnswered. “How Much Do u.s. oil companies Pay in Royalties

to Government?”

http://energyanswered.org/questions/how%20much%20do%20us%20

oil%20companies%20pay%20in%20royalties%20to%20government

Geology.com: “Mineral Rights.” 

http://geology.com/articles/mineral-rights.shtml

Hackel, Joyce. “is $20 Billion in Missing oil Wealth the explanation for

extremist Group Boko Haram?” PRi, March 13, 2014. 

http://www.pri.org/stories/2014-03-13/20-billion-missing-oil-wealth-

explanation-extremist-group-boko-haram

HG.org Legal Resources. “oil and Gas Law.” 

http://www.hg.org/oil-and-gas-law.html

institute for energy Research. “Federal Assets Above and Below

Ground.”

http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/federal-assets-above-

and-below-ground/

national Democratic institute for international Affairs. “Transparency

and Accountability in Africa’s extractive industries: The Role of the

Legislature.”

https://www.ndi.org/files/2191_extractive_080807.pdf

“oil, Politics and corruption.” The Economist, september 18, 2008.

http://www.economist.com/node/12080765

Revenue Watch, open society institute. “covering oil: A Reporter’s

Guide to energy and Development.” 

http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/

osicoveringoil_20050803.pdf

Transparency international. “oil and Gas.”

http://www.transparency.org/topic/detail/oil_and_gas 

u.s. energy information Administration. “overview of u.s. Legislation

and Regulations Affecting offshore natural Gas and oil Activity.”

http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2005/

offshore/offshore.pdf

The Resource Curse

in the film, the Ghanaian government expresses concern

about the potential for the discovery of commercial oil

bringing on the “resource curse.” The resource curse refers

to a common problem in which a country in need of eco-

nomic growth ends up with even more economic and social

instability after the discovery of a major resource. According

to a report from the open society institute’s Revenue

Watch, “oil- and mineral-driven resource-rich countries are

among the weakest growth performers, despite the fact that

they have high investment and import capacity,” and often

have high rates of corruption, poverty, malnutrition and child

mortality, as well as poor health care, education and life ex-

pectancy. The discovery of oil may bring hope for economic

upturn to developing countries, but such countries may also

lack the infrastructure, stability, experience and capital to

use the resources to their citizens’ advantage. The resource

curse does not refer to issues inherent to a resource, but

rather to the consequences of a nation’s dependence on one

resource as its main export and source of revenue, and the

mismanagement of that resource. 

The resource curse is attributed to many factors, including

lack of economic diversification, inflation, dramatic fluctua-

tions in oil prices and corruption. oil markets are highly

volatile, and their volatility may cause a country to experi-
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ence sudden increases and drops in income, making it diffi-

cult to manage the nation’s budget. inflation can also cause

a lack of economic diversification: as the exchange rate of

the local currency increases, other less valuable resources

become non-competitive, and the country’s dependence on

oil rises. 

unlike other industries, oil does not necessarily bring an in-

crease in local employment. oil is a technologically sophisti-

cated industry that requires high-level skill-sets and a

relatively small number of employees. Any required unskilled

jobs are often short-term. specialized workers are frequently

brought in from abroad, and the short-term influx of foreign

workers and foreign capital often causes inflation—which

can greatly increase the cost of living for locals. Because for-

eigners are providing the necessary labor, there is little in-

centive to train or educate the local population. over time,

countries become reliant on their oil income, and local edu-

cation and employment actually decrease.

oil requires a lot of money, specialized expertise and, often,

involvement from foreign companies—so the money from oil

does not naturally go into the local economy. it often goes

straight into the government through deals made with those

foreign companies or markets, and it must then be filtered

back into the communities.

According to the open society institute’s Revenue

Watch, petroleum is also associated with civil war

more than any other resource or commodity.  This is not

necessarily due to oil itself—there are many contributing fac-

tors to instability and violence—but oil may worsen or con-

tribute such conditions because of the value and volatility of

oil as a commodity, and as a result of companies, govern-

ments and individuals trying to draw the biggest gains from

oil as possible, often with conflicting goals.

Sources:

Revenue Watch, open society institute. “covering oil: A Reporter’s

Guide to energy and Development.” 

http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/

osicoveringoil_20050803.pdf

The united nations interagency Framework Team for Preventive

Action. “Toolkit and Guidance for Preventing and Managing Land and

natural Resources conflict: conflict Prevention in Resource-Rich

economies.” 

http://www.un.org/en/land-natural-resources-

conflict/pdfs/Resource%20Rich%20economies.pdf

The Deadly Underdogs.

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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Jeffrey Harris – managing director, Warburg Pincus, 

and chair, Kosmos energy board of directors

Brian Maxted – chief operating officer (and eventually ceo),

Kosmos energy

Jim Musselman – ceo, Kosmos energy George Owusu – country manager, Kosmos energy

John Atta Mills – successor to John Kufuor as president 

of Ghana 

Ezekiel – Deadly underdogs general, niger Delta

Selected People Featured in Big Men



Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a

few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or

pose a general question (examples below) and give people

some time to themselves to jot down or think about their

answers before opening the discussion:  

• If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,

whom would you ask and what would you ask him or

her? 

• What did you learn from this film? What insights did

it provide?

• What questions was the filmmaker trying to answer?

How do you know?

• If a friend asked you what this film was about, what

would you say? 

• Describe a moment or scene in the film that you

found particularly disturbing or moving. What was it

about that scene that was especially compelling for

you?

GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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A Culture of Big Men

The film begins with a quote from economist Milton Fried-

man: “Tell me, is there some society you know that doesn’t

run on greed? . . . What is greed? of course, none of us are

greedy, it’s only the other fellow that’s greedy. The world

runs on individuals pursuing their separate interests.” What

do you think he means? Do you think he was correct? Why

or why not?

several people in the film indicate that everyone wants to

be a “big man.” Describe what that means to each of the

major characters.

in your opinion, to whom does the film title refer?

A young nigerian explains the sabotage of pipelines, even

when it causes environmental damage: “The reason these

fires happen is that we’re all born believing that our own self-

interest, even if it causes harm to another person, that does-

n’t matter. You fight for your own self-interest. We were

born into that. We cannot leave it. And that’s what’s hap-

pening here.” Are people in Africa’s developing nations

any more self-interested—i.e., more interested in be-

coming “big men”—than people elsewhere? What

factors contribute to the perception that they are? What

roles do racism, poverty or lack of media coverage of col-

lective resistance play in that perception?

Doing Business

What did you learn from the film about the economics of big

oil and Western investment in developing nations?

cognizant of the failures in nigeria and Ghana’s own failures

to maximize the public benefits of gold mining, John Atta

Mills, the president of Ghana at the time, declares that his

nation “must ensure that the oil is a blessing, and not a

curse.” in your view, should his administration have the right

to renegotiate the agreement between Kosmos and his

predecessors? What do you think would be the potential

negative repercussions? How about the potential benefits?

investor Jeffrey Harris describes Jim Musselman as “bigger

than life…very charismatic . . . a great optimist [with] . . . a lot

Masked militants standing in two boats near the dock of

their camp in Delta State, Nigeria.

Photo courtesy of Jonathan Furmanski
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of self-confidence.” What role does personality play in the

success or failure of business ventures? How does Mussel-

man’s personality influence the course of events involving

Kosmos?

As a result of the corruption investigation, both George

owusu and Jim Musselman are fired. in your view, were they

justified in feeling betrayed? 

Who Owns the Oil?

Kosmos ceo Jim Musselman describes a capitalist approach

to use of natural resources: “The minerals in the state of

Texas, for instance, are owned by individuals. They’re not

owned by the state. You don’t have a state-run oil company,

and the money is actually going into the hands of people as

opposed to into the state coffers to be stolen by whomever.”

Does the system that Musselman describes guarantee that

all the people affected by or involved in the extraction of re-

sources receive fair compensation? What are the strengths

and weaknesses of private and corporate ownership of

mineral or other natural resources? Why do you think

other countries haven’t adopted the u.s. model of

private ownership?

norway’s minister of the environment, erik solheim, explains

his nation’s approach: “our philosophy in norway is that the

oil revenue belongs to the people of norway. not to anyone

else. And i would suggest that the oil revenue of Ghana be-

longs, pure and simple, to the people of Ghana.” What are

the strengths and weaknesses of this public ownership ap-

proach to natural resources? What sorts of government poli-

cies and practices flow from this approach? Does such an

approach guarantee that all the people affected by or in-

volved in the extraction of resources receive fair compensa-

tion?

Applying what you’ve seen and learned to the united states,

do you think there’s tension between private ownership of

mineral rights and the public interest? if a landowner wants

to sell or lease his/her mineral rights to a company that drills

for oil or does hydraulic fracturing, for example, should any

concerns from the neighboring community be taken into ac-

count? Why or why not?

The Niger Delta.

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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Dividing the Pie

Draw a pie chart showing how you think Ghana’s oil rev-

enues should be divided. What percentage of profits should

go to investors, oil company laborers, oil company execu-

tive and administrative employees, the federal government

of the nation where the oil is located, the local government

where drilling and refining takes place, individuals (citizens)

of the nation where the oil is located and federal and state

governments of the nation where the oil company is head-

quartered and where investors are headquartered (i.e., tax-

ing authorities)? 

The film closes with an accounting of revenue from Ghana’s

oil. in your view, did the individuals involved get what they

deserved? Was the split between investors and the Ghana-

ian government fair? 

George owusu warns, “if we’re not careful, we’ll scare away

a lot of investors.” imagine a system of business that would

reward investors enough to encourage risk-taking and

simultaneously give citizens their due. What would

that system look like?

How can Ghana’s government balance the need to satisfy

investors with the need to serve those who own its natural

resources, i.e., the nation’s citizens?

To increase Ghana’s share of oil revenues, the Mills adminis-

tration says that Kosmos could sell only to the Ghana na-

tional Petroleum corporation (GnPc). ceo Brian Maxted

objects, “We don’t think we would’ve got the full value that

we’d created.” Who determines “full value”? Given the risk

involved, what percentage of return on investment would

have been reasonable? 

Jim Musselman doesn’t much like erik solheim’s suggestion

that international investors should be taxed as much as they

possibly can be without being driven away. in your view,

what role should taxation play in the development of natu-

ral resources?  

Kosmos board chair Jeffrey Harris explains, “When there’s a

lot of money at stake, then people’s focus gets more intense.

Brian Maxted explains terms of the Jubilee Field deal 

to his colleagues at Kosmos Energy.

Photo courtesy of Big Men
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And more people from the outside and on the periphery will

look to get a piece of it.” Where in the film do you see evi-

dence of “outsiders” attempting to “get a piece” of oil rev-

enue?

GnPc board member Kyeretwie opoku observes that it isn’t

“automatic” human nature “for people to sit down and say,

‘okay, how do we divide up the loaf most effectively?’” in-

stead, he continues, “it’s a question of how you structure so-

ciety.” What structures and policies could Ghana establish

to divide oil revenues fairly and effectively? 

John Atta Mills wins the presidency in part based on a prom-

ise to use wealth generated by oil to benefit all the people.

How would you advise the government to spend the pro-

ceeds?

Investment and Exploitation

Jeffrey Harris, chair of the Kosmos board of directors, makes

it clear that “the goal of the venture capitalist is to maxi-

mize profit.” What does maximum profit mean? The

government of Ghana and the minister of environ-

ment in norway also talk about maximizing profit. What

would those two types of maximum profit look like? What

are the benefits and potential drawbacks of each? is there

any way for both sides to achieve maximum profit? in what

ways might the goal of maximum profit conflict with the

general public interest of a nation’s citizens?

A Wall street Journal article headlined “Why Africa is Poor”

bears a subtitle that claims, “Ghana beats up on its biggest

foreign investors.” Would you describe the Ghanaian gov-

ernment’s actions in the film as “beating up on investors”?

Make a list of all the stakeholders in the Jubilee oil field. To

whom is each stakeholder accountable and how does this

affect stakeholder actions?

When investors came into Ghana, no one had yet discovered

oil in the country. A number of wells were dug, each costing

hundreds of millions of dollars. investors feel that they de-

serve the lion’s share of the profits from oil, because they

Jim Musselman with the Ashanti king.

Photo courtesy of Big Men



put in the biggest risk at the outset. What do you think of

this reasoning? 

Journalist Kwesi Pratt provides context for Ghana’s rela-

tionship with Kosmos: “over the last hundred years or two,

oil has spelled disaster for many African communities. There

have been issues about greedy corporations spending dol-

lars on corrupt politicians in order to maximize their profits.

i think it goes way beyond arrogance. it seems to me that

they want actually to control the destiny of the country.”

under what circumstances is foreign investment in oil ex-

ploitation and when is it beneficial? How would you charac-

terize the strategy of Kosmos energy in Ghana? is it

repeating the history that Pratt describes? 

in your view, given the problems shown in the film, do

wealthy nations that purchase oil from nigeria (and other

developing countries in Africa) have an obligation to miti-

gate the negative impacts of investment and drilling? 

investor Jeffrey Harris says that because oil had never been

discovered in Ghana, the original investment in exploration

was very risky, and therefore, “it’s important we generate

enough reward to justify our risk.” in addition to those who

invest financially, who else is subject to risk from oil explo-

ration and how should they be compensated for that risk?

Journalist Kwesi Pratt explains, “We’ve exploited gold for

hundreds of years, and yet there’s nothing to show for it. The

problem has to do with how foreign companies come into

our country and exploit our resources.” Because of that sys-

tem, Ghana sees only about 5 percent of the value of its gold

exports. Pratt goes on to argue that this system of exploita-

tion “does not need to happen here. There is this idea that

the oil resources can ensure that all our people can get ac-

cess to education, that all our people can get access to

health care, that there will be nutritious food for everybody,

and potable water for everybody.” What can big oil compa-

nies do to disrupt the history of exploitation and ensure that

all Ghanaians benefit from their nation’s natural resources?

What preconceived notions might foreign business people

and companies have when going into negotiations with na-

tions in Africa? How might these preconceived notions af-

fect their business deals?

oil provides Ghana with a significant opportunity to alleviate

the poverty of its people. At the same time, concerns about

climate change lead advocates to call for an end to the use

of fossil fuels. From an environmental perspective, would it

be fair for the world to ask Ghana to abandon its newfound

industry? Why or why not?

Corruption

GnPc board member Kyeretwie opoku concludes, “every-

body needs to worry about corruption and we must have a

long-term, national strategic vision.” What specific actions

could the Ghanaian government take to prevent corrupt of-

ficials from stealing or wasting oil revenues? 

Jim Musselman sees Ghana’s new president as corrupt be-

cause the Mills administration insists on renegotiating the

Kosmos deal so Ghana gets a greater share of oil profits:

“The whole thing was they wanted to drive the price down

and then turn around and sell it high. You know, buy it for 3

billion and then sell it for four and a half, and keep a third of

the asset for themselves. i mean, they’re just as crooked as

they can be.” The Mills administration sees the previous deal,

which was more favorable to Kosmos, as a sign of corruption

in the Kufuor administration. Ghana’s minister of energy, Joe

oteng-Adjei, defends the Mills position by asking what is

wrong with requesting more, given that it is not for personal

benefit, but rather for the benefit of all the people of Ghana.

Where do you think corruption can happen and why? Why

do you think the new administration believes there is cor-

ruption at Kosmos? Why do you think corruption occurs in

business deals like these? should we have laws in place that

require businesspeople not to be corrupt when working with

countries or administrations that are not being regulated? 

u.s. oil giant Anadarko Petroleum corporation is the first to

raise concerns about corruption. Anadarko is Kosmos’ part-

ner in the Jubilee field. Keeping in mind that viewers aren’t

being presented with all the evidence, what’s your impres-

sion? Did Kosmos violate the Foreign corrupt Practices Act?

Did it contribute to corruption, or did it simply do business

with the only people it could—those with power—and then

get caught up in political retribution when the opposition

won the presidency? if you were judging cases like that of

Kosmos, how would you distinguish between bribery, which

is illegal, and simply doing what it takes to succeed in the

local culture? What’s the difference between creating jobs

and hiring people in order to curry favor?

DISCUSSION PROMPTS
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Learning From Nigeria 

The film notes that for the average nigerian, life has become

much worse since oil was discovered in the country more

than 50 years ago. if you were an official in Ghana, what

structures or policies would you institute to avoid the

 missteps, corruption and exploitation that have plagued

nigeria? 

What did you learn from the film about the ways in which

investment in one town or small region of a developing na-

tion can hurt neighboring regions or villages?

consider the motives for the following actions in the niger

Delta: 

- Locals in the niger Delta traffic in dangerous oil

condensate 

- Young men set the oil on fire

- Armed men sabotage the pipelines

- corrupt contractors hire “militants” to create oil

spills so they can get contracts to clean up the

spills

- corrupt government officials hire people to steal

(bunker) oil by tapping the pipeline and then sell

the oil on the black market

What explanations do people in the film provide for these

actions? Which are evidence of the desire to be “big men”

and which are evidence of systemic poverty and exploita-

tion (or both)?

Human rights lawyer Anyakwee nsirimovu argues that cor-

rupt nigerian officials who engage in practices like bunker-

ing oil “want the devastation, the impoverishment, so that

they can do their business without any molestation.” Who

benefits from keeping people impoverished and how?

The egbema king explains people’s dissatisfaction by noting

that the “big money” from oil is paid to the federal govern-

ment and “even one millionth of it is not plowed back to the

territory from where this big money has been made. our

people have seen that what comes out of our land is making

some other people to be known as big men.” What do in-

vestors and oil drillers owe indigenous people? 

The armed nigerians who sabotage pipelines as a way of de-

manding more profit for the people of the niger Delta are

labeled “militants.” Do you think this label fits? Why or why

not?

in an attempt to secure its oil infrastructure, nigeria offers

amnesty to the militants, with promises of payments and

jobs. What do you think the likelihood of success is for this

strategy? 

GnPc board member Kyeretwie opoku wants to avoid the

everyone-for-himself mentality he sees in nigeria and re-

place it with “a sense that there’s a bigger identity. What

unites us has to be bigger than what divides us.” What could

government and non-government institutions in Ghana do

to create that sense of unity?

Additional media literacy questions are available at:

www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php



Taking Action

• Convene a business ethics roundtable to discuss issues raised in the film about

rights to mineral resources and balancing return on investment with return to the

citizens who own the resources. 

• Learn more about U.S. regulations and current legislation around transparency

(such as the Dodd-Frank Act). Host a discussion group and write to local and/or

federal officials to voice your opinions. For information on the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act, the Dodd-Frank Act and more, visit http://www.sec.gov/. 

• Investigate and report on how Ghana has used the money generated by oil drilling.

Discuss whether or not Ghana could offer a model of good government for other

developing nations seeking foreign investment.

• Start a campaign to ensure that high school and college level business

programs/departments in your region require students to learn about the

requirements, goals and history of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

• Research the status of U.S. government subsidies for “big oil.” Share your findings

with your community and make recommendations to your elected officials about

what should happen to those subsidies.

• Investigate how oil and gas production is managed in your community by writing

to state legislators and energy officials. What are the environmental regulations,

business rules and tax rates that govern energy production, such as hydraulic

fracturing or offshore production, in your area? How are any fees or taxes used?

Do they go into general or specific funds?
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AFRICA CENTRE FOR ENERGY POLICY

http://acepghana.com

This website provides information on the latest

developments in Ghana’s oil and gas sector, including

detailed information on how much money the country is

receiving from oil revenues and how it is being spent.

GHANA

www.ghana.gov.gh

This is the official web portal of the Ghanaian government.

GHANA NATIONAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION

www.gnpcghana.com 

This website provides history and current information on

Ghana’s agreements with oil companies to develop its

petroleum resources.

GHANAWEB

www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/
artikel.php?ID=175414 

This site offers a 2010 report on the corruption investi-

gation from the perspective of the Mills administration. A

counterpoint is available from ModernGhana at

www.modernghana.com/news/261330/1/eo-group-

denies-wrongdoing-in-deal-with-kosmos.html. 

KOSMOS ENERGY

www.kosmosenergy.com 

The official Kosmos energy site includes general

information about the corporation, including earnings

reports and its operations in Ghana.

OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS: 

COVERING OIL: A REPORTER’S GUIDE TO 

ENERGY AND DEVELOPMENT

www.opensocietyfoundations.org/publications/
covering-oil-reporters-guide-energy-and-development 

Designed for journalists covering oil issues, this guide

provides a comprehensive overview of the global oil

industry. it was developed by the open society institute’s

Revenue Watch program and initiative for Policy

Development.

OXFAM AMERICA

www.oxfamamerica.org/take-action/campaign/
natural-resources-and-rights

The oxfam America website provides information about

oil, gas and mining issues in Ghana and other resource-rich

but poor developing countries. 

RESOURCES
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FILM-RELATED WEB SITES

BIG MEN

www.bigmenthemovie.com 

Visit the film’s website for more details about the film, including reviews and interviews with the director.

Original Online Content on POV  
To further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in

greater depth. The Big Men website—www.pbs.org/pov/bigmen—offers a streaming video trailer for the film; an

interview with filmmaker; a list of related websites, articles and books; a downloadable discussion guide; and special

features.

What’s Your POV? 
Share your thoughts about Big Men by posting a comment at www.pbs.org/pov/bigmen



PUBLIC INTEREST AND ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE,

REPUBLIC OF GHANA

http://piacghana.org

This is the website of a committee that conducts

independent assessments and publishes annual and semi-

annual reports on the management of oil revenues in

Ghana. 

TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL

http://www.transparency.org

This group’s website offers information about corruption

around the world and ways to get involved in the issues.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE: 

FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT

www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa

The U.S. Department of Justice website offers compre-

hensive information on the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/steo/report/
global_oil.cfm 

This website provides charts and graphs depicting global

and country-specific oil consumption over time.

U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

www.sec.gov/index.htm 

This government website offers information about U.S.

laws and regulations, including the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act and the Dodd-Frank Act.

RESOURCES
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HOW TO BUY THE FILM

For information on how to order Big Men, 
visit http://bigmenthemovie.com

Front cover: Masked militant steers a speed boat past
an oil well in the Niger Delta. 
Photo courtesy of Jonathan Furmanski
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Produced by American Documentary, Inc.

and beginning its 27th season on PBS in

2014, the award-winning POV series is the

longest-running showcase on American television to feature the

work of today’s best independent documentary filmmakers. Air-

ing June through September with primetime specials during the
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POV Digital www.pbs.org/pov

POV’s award-winning website extends the life of our films online

with interactive features, interviews, updates, video and educa-

tional content, as well as listings for television broadcasts, com-

munity screenings and films available online. The POV Blog is a

gathering place for documentary fans and filmmakers to discuss

their favorite films and get the latest news.  

POV Community Engagement and Education 

POV’s Community Engagement and Education team works with

educators, community organizations and Public Media stations

to present more than 650 free screenings every year. In addi-

tion, we produce and distribute free discussion guides and cur-

riculum-based lesson plans for each of our films. With our

community partners, we inspire dialogue around the most im-

portant social issues of our time.

Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the John S. and James L.

Knight Foundation, Bertha Foundation, Wyncote Foundation,

The Educational Foundation of America, Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State
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by a consortium of public television stations, including KQED

San Francisco, WGBH Boston and THIRTEEN in association

with WNET.ORG

American Documentary, Inc.  www.amdoc.org

American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company

dedicated to creating, identifying, and presenting contemporary

stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in

mainstream-media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public cul-

ture, developing collaborative strategic-engagement activities

around socially relevant content on television, online, and in

community settings. These activities are designed to trigger ac-

tion, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities

and community participation.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage 
for the latest news from 

POV Community Engagement & Education.
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